Exterships are short, but valuable

Exterships can let students gain valuable experience anywhere from a day to a week by looking over a professional’s shoulder. There is no preparing coffee, no copying files, just observing and possibly leading a hand.

Jill shadowing fellow surgeon, I thought it was less structured than it is in the structured. Employers, mainly from the Orlando area, offer spots. Students acquire these spots, and the UCF Career Resource Center alumni a list to help them make their final selection.

It’s a win-win situation. Students benefit from externships by gaining real-life experience in the field they want to work in. Employers appreciate the extra help they get from students.

A lot of managers have been on the job for 20 years,” said “Technology definitely enhances your job; students are basically using those skills now, so (employers) get the opportunity to learn from you as well. In fact, some students in the past were able to get great impressions that they might be looking for. It’s been several cases where students had a job offer, or they had an internship opportunity (after participating in the externship program),” she said.

Although it may only be as little as a day, externships still provide some preparation on the student’s side. The CRC holds two preliminary

---

UCF offers hands-on learning at Ferrell Learning during “Job Shadowing Wednesday” at Ferrell Learning. The new College of Arts and Sciences is designed to get undergraduate students into the workforce.

By the numbers

UCF ranked by Hispanic magazine
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</table>
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State of Hispanic music

Music program affected by Arts and Sciences split; department chair optimistic about future
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Magazine ranks UCF a top school for Hispanic students

CLOTHING CRUCIAL
First impressions can secure your dream job or kill your chances
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Tiger Beat

Memphis sweeps UCF, leaving Knights in last place in Conference USA
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**Note:** The content includes various news articles, possibly from different sources, discussing topics such as internships, music programs, and other academic and cultural events. The articles are presented in a way that highlights the importance of such programs and their impact on students and the broader community.
Dressing the part can lead to jobs

Service applicants can go casual, but on the corporate end, suits are still a must

by Alan Rabinowitz

For more information, call 407-823-5769.

As we prepare for the future, it's important to dress the part. This is especially true for service applicants who are looking to gain the attention of potential employers. According to a recent study, a person's appearance can have a significant impact on their ability to land a job. In particular, dressing appropriately can set the tone for the interview and demonstrate professionalism.

While casual attire may be acceptable in some industries, such as technology or creative fields, it's important to know the dress code for the company you're applying to. Many companies have a strict dress code, with professional attire required for all positions. This is because a professional look can convey confidence and competence.

To help you prepare, here are some tips for dressing for success:

1. Research the company: Before you apply for a job, it's important to research the company to understand their dress code. Look for information on their website or reach out to a current employee to learn more.

2. Be professional: Dress in a way that reflects the company's culture. This could mean wearing a suit and tie, or a more casual outfit if that's acceptable.

3. Avoid distractions: Avoid wearing anything that could distract potential employers, such as fragrances or loud colors.

4. Know your limits: Be comfortable in your outfit. If it's too tight or too loose, it could be distracting.

5. Be prepared: Have a backup outfit in case something goes wrong with your first choice.

Remember, dressing appropriately is important for making a good first impression. With these tips in mind, you can increase your chances of landing that dream job.

For more information, call 407-823-5769.
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I. Associated accusation over its

They are one of several Web-based recruitment strategies colleges across the country are employing as they attempt to lure tech-savvy high-schoolers to their campuses.

Next to campus visits, one of the newest schools' Internet sites are the most important tools for high-school seniors use when evaluating and choosing a college.

Prospective students and their families are using such Internet sites as Facebook.com and MySpace.com, which have generated concerns that youth are attending too many perplexing sites.

Hill college officials not knowing each other in name generation.

Manchester, N.Y.

Worse have crystallized since on campus colleges and universities entered the '90s, but unlike admissions dean in Ohio, the University of Cincinnati officials say they’re not going to lower standards for male freshmen.

A dean of admissions at Kansas College recently said an opinion piece acknowledging that the University of Cincinnati had lowered standards for incoming male freshmen.

Many students have received offers from several New Hampshire schools saying they were accepted by both male and female applicants the same.

Women college students outnumber men 55 to 45 at 7,847-student.

National Center for Education Statistics projects that from 2002 to 2003, female enrollment will increase by 7 percent, while male enrollment will increase by 12 percent.

At Keene State College, women director Peggy Plitchadorm said she used to ask her women entered here because of the strong athletic department, but the numbers haven't changed despite numerous patrols nearly equal those of men in their education.

She said starting a marketplace to attract more men to the campus would be an effort to try get back into gender balance.

First lady grade to find hugge

President Bush.

BRISTOL, R.I. — This college graduate is faced with problems that lie beyond the borders, but they are not ignored in a world so interconnected, first lady Laura Bush said Saturday.

"You can't neglect millions of people around the world going hungry. There's a conflict in the Middle East. There's an urgent need to bring peace to the region," she said.

"You can't ignore what's going on around the world, and we have to be happy about it, too," she said.

The first lady spoke of a region that provides countless opportunities to Afghanistan.

"I think it is a great honor for me to be here," she said.

"We want to help these students to find their path to a better future," she said.

The world is on the brink of war and peace, she said.

"We must make sure that the young people of today are educated and have access to education," she said.

Sunday probe continues

Students take summer vacation

PALESTINE, West Bank — Palestinian police said Sunday they have arrested an honor guard who was allegedly plotting to kill Abbas.

"We are working to find out who this person is," said an army spokesman.

"We are sure that we will find out是谁," he said.

The official did not give details.
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Lack of funding ends some goals, delays completion of others

Not a fan of funding problems, nor of the impact they have on our ability to achieve our academic and community goals. This page summarizes some of the issues that arise when funding is limited.

### VARIETY

#### 3EB: Blast from the past

**Natalie Zelis**

*Vanderbilt*;

The last time many of us heard from Third Eye Blind was in 2007 when Bill Clinton began his second term as president. A couple of months later, a 写意 band in the country and Men in Black were on the movies. Times have certainly changed.

We've gone from two consecutive Democratic terms to two consecutive Republican terms, the success of the 的ienza has been replicated by the new green, and well, we've sort of made better movie decisions.

Without a doubt, however, one thing the 90s has really taken on is the rise of the huge movie. 万万没想到 has sort of made better movie decisions.

The quartet returned to the stage last Thursday at Wall Street Plaza to headline the massive fifth-annual Florida Music Festival, a three-day rockfest with some of the biggest names in music.
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Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights!
Certain scents have a powerful effect on the opposite sex.
No real benefit for UCF to play Texas

Game may be too much, too soon

CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

So it seems that our humble athletics program is on the cusp of breaking out. We started with the move to Conference USA. And while we may take a while for a couple of programs to get used to just the new league, a few others have needed no time in setting their opponents known as they have arrived. Of course, the leader in this immediate change is the football team. We spent last ballblanking in its glory, and were lucky enough to catch its transformation from bust of ESPN’s joke to star of the Conference USA Saturday coverage. Its opponents and camera crews are basking in its glory, and after these games, it was listed as a serious candidate to compete in the top five.

It seems that the Golden Knights pitching on their way to a 20-4 win. Three insurgents Kyle Niswander hit a triple on sight that set up a silver lining after four runs and one inning with seven, breaking back after the Knights jumped to a 2-0 lead in the first.

Senior men’s golfer competes in NCAA

Nimkhum places

74th in regional

CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

UCF senior men’s golfer Sonny Nimkhum continued the streak of a strong collegiate career by finishing the NCAA East Regional this week at at Yeoman Golf and Country Club in Orlando.

The tournament consisted of 27 teams and six individuals, including Nimkhum, who received his invitation on May 15. He was joined by two other individuals remaining in the field who would advance to the NCAA Championship in St. Louis on May 30-33.

Nimkhum, competing in the third NCAA regional of his career, opened up with a 73 on Thursday, overcoming three bogeys on the first 10 holes to hit back-to-back ones on the final three holes to finish third in place after the first day of competition.

"I didn’t hit the ball very well on the greens today," Nimkhum said in a press release. "I couldn’t find my stroke or the correct distance to make anything happen. I’m still in a position to make a move, though. I’m looking forward to tomorrow’s round."

His anticipation was clear in his second-round play on Friday, when he shot a 2-over 74 in the face of windy conditions and tough competition. Nimkhum moved up by one stroke in Friday’s play and finished the day tied for 39th overall at 7-over, finishing in a comfortable position for the Regional Championship for the tournament.

Nimkhum hit 15 greens in regulation, and despite a strong start, he was left at 2-over after the first nine holes after bogeying the eighth and ninth. However, he hit two birdies at the next two holes to tie for 2-under at the turn.

"When you have 10 putts on this course you are not going to score very well," Nimkhum said in a press release. "I was hitting the ball real well, but just not close enough to make birdies with the way I was putting."

The senior was placed 74th in the field of 116. He started Friday with a 78 and tied for 39th overall at 111 on Thursday, overcoming two bad shots for 3-under par.

"Sonny played great the first two days, but putted poorly for the Regional Championship," UCF coach Nick Chappell said as a press release. "He probably could have made two or three birdies on the back nine today, but had six or seven bad shots for the whole tournament, but he fought through it."

Wake Forest won the team championship, defeating Georgia by one stroke to finish at 33-over 663. Kevin Chengpattana and Scott Ritter of Wake Forest advanced to the NCAA Championship in Augusta, Georgia, by finishing in 3-under and 3-under, respectively.

KNIGHTS SWEPT BY TIGERS ON HOME STRETCH

Memphis comes to Orlando and sweeps UCF by combined score of 41-11, leaving Knights in last in Conference USA

CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

At the time the consecutive sweeps dealt to the UCF baseball team by No. 1 Rice and then-No. 6 LSU were shut down against North Carolina and Tennessee Tech, the consecutive sweeps dealt to the Knights pitching on their way to a 20-4 win. Three insurgents Kyle Niswander hit a triple on sight that set up a silver lining after four runs and one inning with seven, breaking back after the Knights jumped to a 2-0 lead in the first.

Scott McCarogue picked seven strong settings for Memphis, allowing just three runs on seven hits. He did not walk a single batter and struck out seven on 2-under 70.

TIGER BEAT: MEMPHIS OFFENSE EXPLODES FOR 41 RUNS IN SWEEP OF UCF

MC2273o right-fielder Jamie Street (28) and left-fielder Chris Denson (27) bunt the ball to score two runs. Nimkhum was hit in the face against Memphis, allowing two runs and matching in few things.
Texas series means nothing

Texas series means nothing
Opinions

Gas prices have hidden value

By Melisa Roth

About three years ago, the gas price in Orlando fell. Keeping its living costs down, many students moved to Orlando, thinking it was a good place to save money on rent. However, its living costs rose and it's now just as expensive as Los Angeles. While keeping its living costs down is beneficial in the short run, this move might have been a mistake. The real reason for this is because Orlando has the highest gas prices in the nation. In fact, the average price of gas in Orlando is $2.60 per gallon, which is 20 cents more than the national average.

The main reason European countries do not have huge gas Prices is because they have invested in renewable energy. In addition, the EU has set a goal to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This means that by 2050, all new cars must be electric or hydrogen-powered. As a result, European countries have significantly reduced their gas prices.

While Orlando has some renewable energy sources, such as solar power, it still relies heavily on imported petroleum and biodiesel. This means that Orlando's gas prices will continue to be higher than those of European countries. In fact, Orlando's gas prices are likely to rise in the future, as the cost of imported petroleum continues to increase.

So what should be done? Orlando should invest in renewable energy sources and start reducing its dependence on imported petroleum. This will reduce its gas prices and make it a more attractive place to live.

The Orlando Sentinel

All no-gen using different from other campus perks

During Fall 2014, UCF students paid $320 of Activity and Service Fees for a gym that they were not using.

Granted, it's not UCF's fault that Hurricane Charley knocked out the power to the Wellness Center, but why did UCF students have to pay for a service that they could not use?

Considering the two years since then, students have once again begun to show frustration with the RWC. The lack of a gym has been known to affect students' mood at least not yet.

In Orlando, like every summer, UCF students who are not registered for classes are usually finding that they are not allowed to use the RWC. However, this year's conditions are much worse.

What's the reason behind the exclusion? The Nightly RWC Member Services employee, offers an explanation. "When you pay for a class, you're paying an activity fee that allows you to use the gym," he says. "It's almost like a membership." If you're not paying, you really shouldn't come in." WAG adds that students who want to use the RWC and were explained for the Spring semester and upcoming Fall semester can pay a membership fee to join the gym.

Is this how UCF has opted to repay students for paying for a service they can't use?

And does the RWC segmentation even make sense?

The Activity and Service Fee covers not only the gym but also the cost of most of the Activities and Sports within the UCF Recreation and Wellness Center. Consider the same student who pays for a gym membership but never goes to the gym. Is this fair?

Many don't believe it is.

The Orlando Sentinel

How did early registration go?

Alessandra Beariana

"Summer registration was my first year. I had no idea what I was supposed to do. I was nervous but ended up doing pretty well. I'm happy with my classes so far."
Central Florida Future

How To Place An AD
WWW.Knightnews.com/classifieds

ONLINE
Outstanding!!!

VISA, MC, AMEX
Intervals, Girls, Classic

303-ALERO

100 HELP WANTED:

General

FRIDAY

Computer

music.lessons@yahoo.com

RESTAURANTS

2. • Great

Personality

OTHER POSITIONS:

2 separate shifts available

407-580-9365

Placement

Do You Want A Great Summer Job?

Do You Enjoy the Outdoors?
The Briar Corporation is now hiring positions in the
Construction Site Preparation field.
Must have transportation to project sites in Central Florida.
We offer competitive wages. 393/2009

www.briarcorp.com

E-mail: briar@briarcorp.com
Phone: (407) 855-2363 fax: (407) 855-4269

Expo #04-47

4670 Orange Blvd., Lake Monroe, Florida

Levy Restaurants

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team members to join our family of passionate restaurateurs at our Downtown Disney locations:

All locations are currently interviewing for the following positions:

SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESSES • LINE COOKS • CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS

Apply in person, daily: 9am - 9pm

Restaurants located in Downtown Disney 1-4, exit 68

NOW HIRING!

NOW HIRING LIFEGUARDS!!

OTHER POSITIONS:

FOOD & BEVERAGE CASHIERS & CORES

PLOW GATEWAY SHOP - CASHIERS

RED HAT women's resources: www.redhattravel.com

RATES

BENEFITS INCLUDED:

• Health

• 401K

• Paid Time Off

• Paid Training

• Uniforms

• Skills/Experience preferred

• Free Resumes • Free Interviews

Apply online at www.redhattravel.com

3470 Park Ave N. Suite 310, Orlando, FL 32803

(407) 924-9842

Records

www.LevyRestaurants.com

Inbound Calls

Vacation Pros

Vacations located in Downtown Disney

Charge our guests at our Downtown Disney® locations!

Univ. Blvd.

Florida

Children at our Downtown Disney® locations!
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$500/mo. Smaller plus 1/2 utilities.

$515/mo includes everything. For more w/private bath - 10 W/D, phone, etc. 210 that shares a bath - $375/mo. Garage, system, 6 min from UCF. Safe, private, quiet N/S, + 1/3 utilities.

For details about P. LATINUM · KEY REALTY, INC. EASY ACCESS TO UCF, VCC, Excellent Location! $450. Call Carl @ 407-277-1262, for Rent in 3/2. 5 Townhouse Find your home @ www.songiehomes.com


46. Japanese
47. Medieval
48. North American
49. Japanese
50. Medieval

10. Certain
20. Colontian
30. Certain
40. Disguise
50. Certain

STELE. (546-455-2399)

526. Kato
527. Mullins
528. Pitch
529. Keane
530. Klare

Enroll in Army ROTC

Becoming an Army Officer

Central Florida Today - May 28, 2006

Sudoku

Solutions, and new puzzles in next issues Classifieds

Central Florida Future

Free - 866-303-1573

Solution, and new puzzles in next issues Classifieds

Central Florida Future
Introducing WebRevalue for your UCFCard

WebRevalue is a simple and convenient way to add money to your UCFCard

Go to www.ucfcard.ucf.edu. (From anywhere in the world!)

Click on the WebRevalue icon and follow the simple directions.

Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk to load the $5 to your UCFCard.

It's so easy, even your parents can use it!

(Hint: Send them the ISO number from the front of your UCFCard)

Use your UCFCard for food, gear, supplies, and discounted vending all over campus.

Voice: 407.823.2100
Fax: 407.823.3278
www.ucfcard.ucf.edu